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The Athenian Democracy in the Age
of Demosthenes 1999
the athenian democracy of the fifth and fourth centuries b
c is the most famous and perhaps most nearly perfect
example of direct democracy covering the period 403 322 b
c mogens herman hansen focuses on the crucial last thirty
years which coincided with the political career of
demosthenes hansen distinguishes between the city s
seven political institutions the assembly the nomothetai the
people s court the boards of magistrates the council of five
hundred the areopagos and ho boulomenos he discusses
how athenians conceived liberty both as the ability to
participate in the decision making process and as the right
to live without oppression from the state or other citizens
equality was conceived of as an equality not of nature but
of opportunity

Three Studies in Athenian
Demography 1988
contains 35 articles devoted to different aspects of the
greek polis and is intended not only as a present for
mogens herman hansen on his sixtieth birthday but also as
a way of thanking him for his significant contributions to
the field of greek history over the past three decades

The Ancient Greek City-state 1993
the second volume of the athenian ecclesia covers the
author s articles on the subject in the period 1983 1989 on
the working and functioning of the athenian assembly the
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book covers a variety of elements in the discussion of the
ecclesia such as politicians the political organisation of
attica how the assembly met and what and of whom it
consisted

Polis & Politics 2000
an accessible introduction to the polis plural poleis or
ancient greek city state mogens herman hansen addresses
such topics as the emergence of the polis its size and
population and its political culture ranging from famous
poleis such as athens and sparta through more than 1 000
known examples

The Athenian Ecclesia II 1989
p this volume collects new revised and expanded articles
about aristotle s i politics i by renowned classical scholar
mogens herman hansen by addressing old controversies
and treating issues that have been ignored or neglected
hansen sheds new lights on a range of issues of paramount
importance for understanding the i politics i aristotle s
view of democratic freedom and political freedom as a
value in itself aristotle s silence as to the numerous federal
states in the contemporary hellenic i polis i world the
sixfold model of constitutions and the alternative model
according to which all constitutions are either democracies
or oligarchies or a mixed form of oligarchy and democracy
in a final article he shows that aristotle took a positive view
of the mixed forms of democracy in particular an indirect
form of democracy in which the power of the people was
restricted to electing the magistrates and calling them to
account whereas all political decisions were left to be made
by the elected magistrates p p by bringing these articles
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within the covers of a single volume mogens herman
hansen s writings on an important subject will be more
conveniently available to students scholars and general
readers interested in aristotle s i politics i p p b mogens
herman hansen b emeritus reader in ancient greek at the
university of copenhagen now associated with the royal
library in copenhagen is a leading authority in athenian
democracy and the greek city state he is a member of the
british academy and the danish academy for sciences and
letters he was formerly the director of the copenhagen
polis centre 1993 2005 p

A Comparative Study of Thirty City-
state Cultures 2000
contents f de polignac repenser la cit rituels et soci t en gr
ce archa que m h hansen the autonomous city state ancient
fact or modern fiction m h hansen kome a study in how the
greeks designated and classified settlements which were
not poleis t h nielsen was eutaia a polis a note on xenophon
s use of the term polis in the hellenika p flensted jensen the
bottiaians and their poleis s g miller old metroon and old
bouleuterion in the classical agora of athens t l shear jr
bouleuterion metroon and the archives at athens a avram
poleis und nicht poleis im ersten und zweiten attischen
seebund w burkert greek poleis and civic cults some
further thoughts l rubinstein pausanias as a source for the
classical greek polis

Polis 2006-10-05
aus dem inhalt n demand poleis on cyprus and oriental
despotism h bowden the greek settlement and sanctuaries
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at naukratis t h nielsen was there an arkadian confederacy
in the fifth century b c t h nielsen a survey of dependent
poleis in classical arkadia j roy polis and tribe in classical
arkadia a g keen were the boiotian poleis autonomoi m h
hansen were the boiotian poleis deprived of their
autonomia during the first and second boiotian federations
a reply p flensted jensen m h hansen pseudo skylax use of
the term polis m h hansen city ethnics as evidence for polis
identity

Reflections on Aristotle’s Politics
2013-10-14
introduktion til det moderne demokrati og dets forskellige
udtryksformer som både politisk ideologi og
samfundsmæssig styre og livsform herunder også set i
relation til begreber som frihed lighed og
menneskerettigheder og med en gennemgang af
demokratiets status i eu

Studies in the Ancient Greek Polis
1995
i athen skulle en retssag føres af de implicerede parter selv
og pådømmes af en folkedomstol bemandet med flere
hundrede nævninge der blev udpeget ved lodtrækning for
at gøre retsplejen demokratisk ville man modvirke
professionalisme og det var strafbart at betale en advokat
for at føre ens sag i retten men på ét punkt gik athenerne
på kompromis de tillod de procederende at henvende sig til
en professionel taleskriver en logograf der udarbejdede en
tale som de så lærte udenad og holdt for dommerne lysias
var måske den mest elegante af de athenske logografer
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han levede i slutningen af det 5 århundrede f kr og havde
etableret sig som stenrig skjoldfabrikant med over 100
slaver i sit værksted men ved en oligarkisk revolution i 404
mistede han alt og efter demokratiets genindførelse i 403
måtte han tjene til livets ophold ved at skrive retstaler for
andre lysias blev berømt for sit smukke sprog og sin
flydende stil og talerne blev udgivet og bevaret som
eksempler på god retorik i oldtiden kendte man over 200 af
hans taler og yderligere 200 som med større eller mindre
ret blev tilskrevet ham af alle disse er kun 34 overleveret i
middelalderlige håndskrifter syv af dem er oversat i dette
udvalg lysias taler giver et autentisk billede af athenernes
livsmønster og fortæller om næsten alt fra den bedragne
ægtemands drab på sin kones forfører til en forbitret
anklage mod en embedsmand der beskyldes for lovsvindel
samtidig vidner talerne om en kultur hvor talekunsten var
højt værdsat og hvor man åbent erkendte at fornuft uden
veltalenhed er som et sværd der sidder fast i skeden

More Studies in the Ancient Greek
"polis" 1996
a fourth collection of papers from the copenhagen polis
centre a collective whose ulimate aim is to present a new
analysis of the archaic and classical greek polis through
various wide ranging and thematically specific
investigations this volume and the others in the series are
released in advance of the publication of a general
synthesis of findings hence the thematic incoherence of the
titles contained herein polis as the generic term for state
hekataios use of the word polis in his periegesis and a
typology of dependent poleis mogens herman hansen a
survey of the major urban settlements in the kimmerian
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bosphoros with a discussion of their status as poleis gocha
r tsetskhladze emporion a study of the use and meaning of
the term in the archaic and classical periods mogens
herman hansen colonies and ports of tradee on the
northern shores of the black sea borysthenes kremnoi and
the other pontic emporia in herodotos john hind some
problems in polis identification in the chalkidic peninsula
pernille flensted jensen triphylia an experiment in ethnic
construction adn political organisation thomas heine
nielsen the polis of asea a case study of how archaeology
can expand our knowlege of the history of a polis jeanette
fors n and bj rn fors n

The Trial of Sokrates--from the
Athenian Point of View 1995
reflecting the innovative work of the copenhagen polis
centre s 2004 inventory of archaic and classical greek city
states hansen s shotgun method for reconstructing and
estimating the overall size and local distribution of the
greek population challenges the long standing opinion that
the majority of ancient greeks lived a rural subsistent life
provided by publisher

Demokrati som styreform og som
ideologi 2010
the first volume of the athenian ecclesia covers the author
s articles on the subject in the period 1976 1983 on the
working and functioning of the athenian assembly the book
covers a variety of elements in the discussion of the
ecclesia such as how many members the assembly
consisted of how they met and voted concepts of nomos
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psephisma demos dicasterion and a comparative analysis
on the ecclesia and the swiss landsgemeinde

Apagoge, Endeixis and Ephegesis
Against Kakourgoi, Atimoi and
Pheugontes 1976
in june 2012 a conference about athenian democracy in the
fourth century b c was held in berlin at the humboldt
university the conference was organized by claudia tiersch
professor of ancient history at the humboldt university she
invited 19 distinguished scholars to speak about various
aspects of society economy and political institutions in
athens in the period 403 to 322 revised versions of the
contributions were published in november 2016 with the
title die athenische demokratie im 4 jahrhundert zwischen
modernisierung und tradition the present book contains an
assessment of and comments on tiersch s introduction and
the nineteen contributions the basic sources have been
reexamined and they have often been supplemented with
other relevant sources and reflections naturally the
subjects of the 20 studies in the conference report do not
form an exhaustive description of athenian democracy in
the final chapter mogens herman hansen suggests a
number of additional topics that might be treated on future
conferences on athenian democracy in the fourth century b
c

Lysias' Taler 1996
den klassiske forståelse af magtens tredeling i en
lovgivende udøvende og dømmende instans er blevet for
gennemhullet til at fungere meningsfuldt når vi skal
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analysere demokratiet som styreform mogens herman
hansen giver sit bud på en bedre forståelse af hvordan det
moderne repræsentative demokrati fungerer vi skal vende
tilbage til den ældre opfattelse af at demokrati er en
blandet forfatning

Yet More Studies in the Ancient
Greek Polis 1997
polis in plural poleis is the word the ancient greeks used to
describe their principal type of state and community and
the most common of all nouns in ancient greek in archaic
and classical sources there are over 11 000 attestations of
the word and they show that it was used in two different
senses 1 town sometimes including the hinterland and 2
state sometimes including the territory often it carries both
senses simultaneously and denotes both the state and its
urban centre the copenhagen polis centre 1993 2005
conducted a number of investigations into the use and
meanings of the term polis in all archaic and classical
sources to find out what the greeks thought a polis was the
present volume is a thoroughly revised and updated
comprehensive publication of all these studies to which
four new studies have been added they show that the two
different meanings of the word polis are connected through
their reference with very few exceptions every polis town
was the urban centre of a polis state and conversely
virtually every polis state had an urban centre called a
polis in the sense of town

The Shotgun Method 2006
et limerick kræver en skjald og at tegne det det er et kald
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så når daidalos vinger op mod solen os bringer må vi frygte
for ikaros fald i 38 mytologiske limericks kommer mogens
herman hansen med et udvalg af vittige frivole og lidt sjofle
limericks skrevet over en række græske myter af hensyn til
læsere der ikke er helt fortrolige med historierne fra den
græske mytologi er hvert limerick forsynet med en
forklaring og af hensyn til læsere der ikke er helt fortrolige
med frivolitet også en illustration af jens hage i bedste
karikaturstil in 38 mytologiske limericks 38 mythological
limericks mogens herman hansen presents a selection of
witty frivolous and more than a little ribald limericks based
on a number of stories from greek mythology for the
benefit of readers not quite up to speed on greek
mythology each limerick is accompanied by an explicatory
author s note and for the benefit of readers not quite up to
speed on frivolity and ribaldry also by an illustrative
caricature by jens hage

The Athenian Ecclesia 1983
what was a polis the copenhagen polis centre core funded
by the danish national research foundation has recently
begun a broad series of investigations into the origins
nature and development of the ancient greek city states
poleis this empirical project will be grounded in a
comprehensive inventory of all attested poleis of the late
archaic and classical periods ca 600 ca 323 b c and that in
turn necessitates an attempt to establish working
principles in source criticism and historical methodology
generally for the differentiation of poleis from communities
of other types the present volume is a collection of papers
from members of the centre which seek to make
preliminary contributions to the clarification of such
principles
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Studies in the Population of Aigina,
Athens and Eretria 2006
this is the first ever documented study of the 1 035
identifiable greek city states poleis of the archaic and
classical periods c 650 325 bc previous studies of the greek
polis have focused on athens and sparta and the result has
been a view of greek society dominated by sophokles plato
s and demosthenes view of what the polis was this study
includes descriptions of athens and sparta but its main
purpose is to explore the history andorganization of the
thousand other city states the main part of the book is a
regionally organized inventory of all identifiable poleis
covering the greek world from spain to the caucasus and
from the crimea to libya this inventory is the work of 47
specialists and is divided into 46 chapters each covering a
region each chapter contains an account of the region a list
of second order settlements and an alphabetically ordered
description of the poleis this description covers such topics
as polis status territory settlement pattern urban centre
city walls and monumental architecture population military
strength constitution alliance membership colonization
coinage and panhellenic victors the first part of the book is
a description of the method and principles applied in the
construction of the inventory and an analysis of some of the
results to be obtained by a comparative study of the 1 035
poleis included in it the ancient greek concept of polis is
distinguished from the modern term city state which
historians use to cover many other historic civilizations
from ancient sumeria to the west african cultures absorbed
by the nineteenth century colonializingpowers the focus of
this project is what the greeks themselves considered a
polis to be
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Was Athens a Democracy? 1989
an analysis of the growth economy this book traces the
causes of the present crisis in the modern market system
initiated two centuries ago with the establishment of the
market economy system which has led to the present
growth economy it concludes that a true democracy can
only be derived from a synthesis of the democratic and
socialist traditions along with the radical green feminist
and libertarian ideologies to this end this text offers a new
vision of an inclusive democracy

The Polis as an Urban Centre and
as a Political Community 1997
in athens most remains of the ancient city wall were
revealed during rescue excavations as a result
documentation is scattered and fragmented this book
systematically investigates all published data revealing the
history and the nature of the surviving remains of this
significant monument the book provides an analysis of the
ancient literary sources the western travellers accounts
and the history of archaeological research on the circuit
walls of ancient athens it collects records and maps all
archaeological data from systematic and rescue
excavations of the physical remains of the wall as it evolved
over eleven centuries and through more than a dozen
construction phases it reviews issues relating to structure
chronology and topography of the ancient city wall as well
as to the management of its remains by the state
authorities the enormous amount of primary evidence
makes the book essential reading for scholars of the
topography of ancient athens this monograph also aspires
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to increase community awareness of cultural heritage in
everyday urban contexts as the wall has been preserved in
a number of ways in basements of buildings reburied in
situ in the open air or beneath glass floors

Aspects of the Athenian Democracy
in the Fourth Century B.C. 2018

Kilder til demokratiets historie
1750-2000 2005

The Imaginary Polis 2005

En gentænkning af demokratiet
2017-03-24

The Return of the Polis 2007

Eisangelia 1975

The Tradition of Ancient Greek
Democracy and Its Importance for
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Modern Democracy 2005

Gammel dansk 1995

38 mytologiske limericks
2015-11-06

From Political Architecture to
Stephanus Byzantius 1994

The Athenian Assembly 1987-01-01

Det athenske demokrati - og vores
2005

Introduction to an Inventory of
'Poleis' 1996

Sources for the Ancient Greek City-
State 1995
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The Sovereignty of the People's
Court in Athens in the Fourth
Century B.C. and the Public Action
Against Unconstitutional Proposals
1974

The Triumph of Time 2002

Polis and City-state 1998

An Inventory of Archaic and
Classical Poleis 2004-11-11

Towards an Inclusive Democracy
1997-05-01

The Ancient Circuit Walls of Athens
2019-12-02
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